Nanofocusing in circular sector-like nanoantennas
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Abstract: Gold circular sector-like nanoantennas (with a radius of 500 nm and a taper angle of 60°, 90°, and 120°) on glass are investigated in a near-infrared wavelength range (900 - 2100 nm). Amplitude- and phase-resolved near-field images of circular sector-like antenna modes at telecom wavelength feature a concentric circular line of phase contrast, demonstrating resonant excitation of a standing wave of counter-propagating surface plasmons, travelling between a tip and opposite circular edge of the antenna. Transmission spectra obtained in the range 900 - 2100 nm are in good agreement with numerical simulations, revealing the main feature of this antenna configuration, viz., the resonance wavelength, in contrast to triangular antennas, does not depend on the taper angle and is determined only by the sector radius. This feature together with a robust and easily predictable frequency response makes circular sector-like nanoantennas very promising for implementing bowtie antennas and attractive for many applications.
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OCIS codes: (180.4243) Near-field microscopy; (240.6680) Surface plasmons.
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1. Introduction
Plasmonic antennas enable a variety of cutting-edge applications such as nanosensors, nanoma-
ing due to the same length of optical paths between the antenna vertex and the opposite circular edge [15]. That allows one to interpret the corresponding plasmonic resonances as being associated with the formation of standing SPPs travelling between the circular edge and vertex of the antenna. These structures should therefore behave similarly to other plasmonic resonators featuring typically a large length-to-width ratio [16-18], with the frequency response being relatively easy to predict and with considerable FE at the antenna vertex.

In this paper we demonstrate proofs of the concept of resonant FE due to standing SPPs in circular sector-like nanoantennas of the insulator-metal-insulator (IMI) configuration. Since SPPs travel synchronously from the antenna edge to its taper, the antenna can be considered as a stripe of variable width. Moreover, if the width of the stripe is much larger than the metal thickness, the mode effective index of SPP propagating on the stripe does not strongly depend on the stripe-width [19]. Therefore, the optical path length of the SPPs should not depend on the taper angle of a relatively thin circular sector-like antenna. Thus, the frequency response should not depend on the taper angle as well. However, this argument does not hold for incident light polarized in the transverse direction of the nanoantenna. Thus, comparing extinction cross-section spectra for antennas with different taper angles illuminated with the incident light of different polarizations, we provide a first proof of the concept. Moreover, the direct comparison of spectra for circular sector-like and triangular antennas with different taper angles indicates advantages of the first design.

Secondly, a standing SPP wave pattern should create a particular distribution of the out-of-plane component of the electric near-field, demonstrating a phase contrast of \( \pi \) rad between the two halves of the antenna, with a line of contrast having a concentric circular shape separating the two sectors. In this work, the near-field amplitude and phase distributions are investigated using a scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscope together with numerical simulations. The simulations for circular sector-like antennas agree well with experimental result, while the simulations for triangular antennas show more complicated phase profile, indicating a complex nature of antenna excitation.

Finally, as mentioned above, a circular shape of the sector-like nanoantenna should provide constructive interference of SPPs converging toward the taper vertex, with FE potentially exceeding those found for triangular-shaped antennas. As SPPs, however, are launched perpendicularly to the nanoantenna edges, circular sector-like antennas may (for linearly polarized light) reduce the SPP excitation efficiency in comparison with triangular antennas, which can limit the overall improvement in FE. In order to compare FE of antennas with both shapes, we study numerically resonant structures at 1500 nm with the emphasis on two different modes of the triangular antenna. Simulations show that one of these modes, which is associated with the SPP propagation along the edges connecting the apex with the other vertices, has FE comparable to the circular sector-like nanoantenna. Nevertheless, similar FE together with easily predicted and controlled frequency response makes circular sector-like antennas preferable to traditional triangular nanoantennas.

2. Materials and methods

In this paper we consider gold circular sector-like antennas with radius \( R \), taper angle \( \alpha \), and thickness \( t = 50 \) nm, placed on a glass substrate [Fig. 1(a)], and compare them with triangular antennas of the same thickness, length \( L \) and taper angle \( \alpha \) [Fig. 1(b)]. We fabricated circular sector-like antennas with \( R = 500 \) nm and \( \alpha = 60^\circ, 90^\circ, \) and \( 120^\circ \), respectively, using electron-beam lithography, metal evaporation and subsequent lift-off. For each taper angle we fabricated an array of \( 10 \times 10 \) antennas, separated by \( 4 \) \( \mu \)m, and investigated them in a near infrared (NIR) range of wavelengths from 900 to 2100 nm. The substrate was made of BK7 glass, which has a refractive index of \( n \approx 1.5 \) for the considered NIR range.
The transmission spectra of the fabricated nanoantennas were measured in an optical microscope (Olympus BX 51) where the light was sent at near normal incidence from the substrate side upwards through the sample and collected from the top using an objective with a magnification of ×100 and a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.9 and analyzed in a fiber-coupled spectrometer (NIRQuest 512, Ocean Optics). The light was polarized in either x- or y-direction, and the diameter of the illumination spot was around 35 μm.

Phase- and amplitude-resolved near-field investigation of nanoantennas was done using a scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscope (s-SNOM), based on an atomic force microscope (AFM), that uses cantilevered tips as near-field probes (NeaSNOM from Neaspec GmbH). In our experiments we used standard commercial Si tips covered with platinum (Arrow NCpt, NanoWorld). The sample was scanned in a tapping mode, with the tip oscillating at the mechanical resonance frequency $\Omega \approx 250$ kHZ with an amplitude $\sim 50$ nm. The structures were illuminated from the bottom (transmission-mode, [20]) with focused light at $\lambda = 1500$ nm (the illumination spot diameter was around 3 μm). The light, scattered by the tip, was collected by a parabolic mirror and directed towards the detector, where it was overlapped with an interfering reference beam, yielding both the amplitude and the phase of the scattered light using pseudoheterodyne detection [21]. Background contributions were suppressed by demodulating the detector signal at a high harmonic frequency $n\Omega$ (in our case $n = 2$), providing background-free near-field amplitude and phase images. It should be pointed out that in most s-SNOM experiments the illumination is done in reflection-mode, where the light is focused on the tip with the same parabolic mirror that collects scattered light. This configuration creates many problems observing clear antenna modes and treatment of data due to a strong tip-sample coupling [22] and phase-retardation effects [23]. However, in our transmission-mode configuration the sample was illuminated from below, with an in-plane direction of polarization. Therefore we achieved homogeneous illumination and efficient excitation of the antenna and avoided direct excitation of the tip [20, 24]. Due to a dominating dipole moment of a tip along its axis (i.e., along z-axis), the recorded s-SNOM images represents mostly a distribution of the amplitude and phase of the $z$-component of the electric field, $E_z$ [25, 26]. In order to enhance this selectivity, a polarizer at the detector was set correspondently to $z$-polarization of the light, scattered by the tip. Finally, the recorded data were imaged with free scanning probe microscopy software Gwyddion.

The transmission spectra and field distribution were simulated using the finite-element approach in the commercially available software package COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS. The values for the gold permittivity at different incident wavelengths are taken from [27]. The considered three-dimensional structures were illuminated from the bottom using a monochromatic plane wave, linearly polarized along either x- or y-axis. For all geometrical configurations, the
simulation domain was truncated using perfectly matched layers on the top and bottom facets in order to suppress artificial scattering from the truncation boundaries. On the other facets, separated by 4 μm, periodic boundary conditions were applied to simulate the array of structures. All sharp edges of antennas were rounded to 10 nm in order to avoid singular fields and to reduce the lightning rod effect [28].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Extinction cross section

The transmission spectra for three arrays of circular sector-like antennas with taper angle of α = 60°, 90°, and 120°, respectively, were investigated with the incident light being polarized in either x- or y-direction. In order to emphasize wavelength-dependent features, an extinction cross section σ_{ext} was calculated as follows:

\[ \sigma_{\text{ext}} = A (1 - T), \]

where \( A \) is a 4 × 4 μm² unit area and \( T \) is the transmission. The results for x-polarization show similar frequency response for all three taper angles, with the resonance being at \( \lambda \sim 1500 \) nm for all configurations [Fig. 2(a)]. On the contrary, the results for y-polarization show strong dependence on the taper angle in the frequency response. Therefore, one can conclude, that for x-polarization the effective resonator length is virtually not changing with the increase of taper angle, but increases considerably for y-polarization, where the position of the resonance moves substantially (for \( \alpha = 90° \) it is at \( \lambda \sim 1900 \) nm, and for \( \alpha = 120° \) it is even beyond the measurement range). For a particular taper angle of 60° the extinction spectra for x- and y-polarization look almost the same, which is expected for the structure with a shape close to an equilateral triangle.
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Fig. 2. (a) Experimental and (b) numerically calculated extinction cross section of x- (solid lines) and y-polarized light (dotted lines) for circular sector-like antennas with different taper angle: \( \alpha = 60° \) (black), 90° (blue), and 120° (red). The radius is the same, \( R = 500 \) nm.

The numerical simulations of transmission spectra and corresponding extinction cross sections [Fig. 2(b)] show a good agreement with the experimental results [Fig. 2(a)], and all features discussed above are still preserved: the position of the resonance is at \( \lambda \sim 1500 \) nm and do not move much for x-polarization (compared with y-polarization) with the change of taper angle. The small variations of the resonance wavelength with the increase of the taper angle can be explained by the fact that SPPs are not excited uniformly on the circular edge, while
also being generated on the radial edges, hence leading to a frequency response that is not completely angle independent. Another explanation can be that a short part of the antenna near taper, being considered as a stripe, has a relatively small width, therefore the effective mode index of supported SPP is larger than the one for wide stripe, causing a red shift for the resonance wavelength of antennas with smaller taper angles. Also the phase shift acquired upon reflection of the SPP at the taper and the edge of antenna [29] might depend on the taper angle. As for the differences with experimental results, such as the level of average extinction, they can be attributed to the imperfections of fabricated structure. Noticeable red shift and an increased extinction cross-section for the measurements of 120-degrees antennas we explain by a slightly larger radius, which will be supported later by topographical images of structures.

The numerical simulations were also conducted for different radii of the structures, keeping the taper angle fixed at $\alpha = 90^\circ$ [Fig. 3]. The results show a well predicted behavior of the frequency response: with the increase of radius $R$ the resonator length increases, increasing the resonance SPP wavelength (which should fit into the resonator), therefore the resonance wavelength is also increasing. The average extinction cross section increases with the increase of the radius $R$, which is expected, since both scattering and absorption cross section increases.

3.2. Near-field investigations

Near-field imaging of the SPP modes of circular sector-like antennas was performed with an s-SNOM at $\lambda = 1500$ nm wavelength with either $x$- or $y$-polarized light incident from the bottom. Due to the pseudoheterodyne detection we managed to obtain both background free amplitude and phase of the out-of-plane electric near-field component, $E_z$ [Figs. 4(a) and (c)]. Numerical simulations of the $E_z$ field distribution at a distance of 5 nm above the structure correspond well with the experimental measurements [Fig. 4(b)]. One can see that for $x$-polarized incident light (the polarization is shown with arrows) the amplitude images show two local maxima: a hot spot at the vertex of antenna and much weaker and broader spot at the opposite edge of antenna. Due to imperfections and larger taper rounding in fabricated structure, the measured hot spot in the vertex of antenna is weaker in localization, compared to the simulation results. Also the phase measurements show some distinctions from the simulation outside the structure [the borders of the structure are shown with black lines in Fig. 4(b)], which can be explained by the residual background and tip-sample interaction presented in the experiment. Please note that only simulation results were normalized to the same color bar representing field amplitudes,
since the setup was readjusted each time before the measurement without calibration.

Fig. 4. (a) Pseudocolor s-SNOM images for the circular sector-like antenna with $R = 500$ nm and $\alpha = 90^\circ$ at $\lambda = 1500$ nm, showing (from left to right) topography, optical amplitude and phase for $x$- and $y$-polarized incident light. (b) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the same structure as in (a), and numerically calculated distributions of $E_z$ amplitude and phase for $x$- and $y$-polarized incident light for the same structure. (c) Pseudocolor s-SNOM images of topography, optical amplitude and phase for the antennas with $R = 500$ nm and $\alpha = 60^\circ$ and $120^\circ$ at $\lambda = 1500$ nm. Linear color bars for topography and optical amplitude, as well as a periodic color bar for the optical phase images are shown. Polarization is shown with arrows.

Phase images for $x$-polarization show two distinctive antenna parts, each having almost a constant phase, while the phase difference between the two parts is $\pi$ rad (note that a color bar for the phase images is periodic and shown at the bottom in Fig. 4), which is a clear indication of a standing wave. Moreover, the line of contrast between these two parts has a concentric circular shape, proving the idea of a standing wave of SPP, travelling between the edge and the vertex of the antenna. Such a split of the field distribution into two opposite parts was observed for all structures (however, the structure with $\alpha = 120^\circ$ has a weaker contrast). As was assumed before, the 120-degrees antenna has slightly larger radius, which can also explain the weak phase contrast (since the antenna is not resonantly excited). The images for $y$-polarization show the usual dipole excitation, with the middle horizontal line of phase contrast (due to symmetry of the structure).

3.3. Comparison with triangular antennas

The usage of circular sector-like antennas is motivated by rather erratic frequency responses observed for triangular antennas when geometrical parameters are varied [14]. At the same time, as also mentioned in [15], the equal length between the circular-shaped edge and the vertex improves the resonant SPP nanofocusing, potentially leading to higher resonant FE as compared to triangular antennas. In this section, we numerically compare FE at the vertex of our nominal circular sector-like nanoantenna ($R = 500$ nm, $\alpha = 90^\circ$) with those for two differently-sized triangular antennas, each having a resonance at $\lambda = 1500$ nm. The two triangular antennas have the lengths $L = 375$ nm and $L = 610$ nm, respectively, and their extinction cross-sections for...
x-polarized incident light and different taper angles are shown in Fig. 5(a). It is clearly seen that the spectral response strongly depends on the taper angle, with the largest triangular antenna ($L = 610 \text{ nm}, \alpha = 120^\circ$) demonstrating a multitude of modes in the displayed spectral range. Both triangular antennas show a peak in the extinction at $\lambda \sim 1500 \text{ nm}$ for the taper angle $\alpha = 90^\circ$, and the field distributions of the corresponding modes are presented in Fig. 6 together with the mode of the circular sector-like antenna. It is seen that neither of the two modes of the triangular antennas feature the standing wave pattern extending over the whole antenna area (as is the case with the circular sector-like antenna mode). The mode of the small triangular antenna is related to the standing waves formed along the radial edges, creating thereby an inhomogeneous phase profile [Fig. 6(b)], that albeit somewhat resembles that of the circular sector-like antenna, resulting at the same time in strong FE at all vertices [Fig. 6(a)]. The mode of the large triangular antenna, on the other hand, represents a standing-wave resonance concentrated along the x-direction, as clearly seen in the phase profile in Fig. 6(b), which is (similar to the mode of the circular sector-like antenna) characterized by increased FE at the taper vertex [Fig. 6(a)].

The FE properties of the three antennas in Fig. 6 are presented in Fig. 5(b) (together with a comparison of their respective extinction cross-sections), with the FE being measured 1 nm away from the taper vertex as indicated by a green arrow in Fig. 6(c). First, it should be noted that the general redshift of the peaks in the FE (i.e., near field) spectra as compared to the extinction spectra is due to depolarization of the plasmonic mode and expected to be found for any nanoantennas with sizes not vanishingly small with respect to the wavelength [30, 31]. Secondly, it is seen that the two competing processes of efficient nanofocusing and reduced excitation efficiency of SPPs for circular sector-like antennas result in similar achievable FE levels for the two types of antennas, with the FE of the triangular antenna being strongly dependent on the choice of the resonant mode. As such, the circular sector-like nanoantenna with an easily predictable and controlled frequency response seems attractive compared to conventional triangular antennas.
4. Conclusions

Motivated by irregular frequency responses of triangular nanoantennas with respect to changes in geometrical parameters, we have investigated circular sector-like gold nanoantennas on a glass substrate (IMI configuration) in the NIR range. It was expected that this antenna shape would lead to the constructive SPP interference at the taper of the antenna, since the SPPs excited at the antenna circular edge will have the same length of optical path to the antenna vertex, and thereby result in a more robust and predictable frequency response as well as potentially larger FE at the antenna vertex. The circular sector-like nanoantennas, described by a radius $R$ and taper angle $\alpha$, have been studied both experimentally and numerically, revealing that for light polarization along the antenna symmetry axis the extinction spectra only weakly depend on $\alpha$ from $60^\circ$ to $120^\circ$ with well-predictable behavior for changes in the sector radius. On the contrary, the extinction spectra for the opposite polarization, in which the antenna resembles a triangular antenna, varied substantially with respect to the taper angle.

Furthermore, the standing wave pattern of SPPs, travelling between the antenna taper and its circular edge, was expected to create a particular distribution of the out-of-plane electric near-field component, featuring a phase jump between two (almost) constant phase levels, having a phase difference of $\pi$ rad, and bounded by a line of concentric circular shape. Such field distributions have indeed been found both experimentally and numerically for different taper angles, proving the formation of standing SPP wave.

Finally, we numerically compared the field enhancement properties of circular sector-like nanoantennas and conventional triangular antennas. Despite the nanofocusing ability of the former antenna due to standing SPPs, the circular shape simultaneously reduces the overall SPP excitation efficiency for linearly polarized light, ultimately resulting in similar levels of FE.
for the two types of antennas.

We believe that the presented analysis and results obtained demonstrate convincingly that usage of the circular sector-like shape instead of triangular shape for individual antennas and their combinations (like bowtie antennas) is preferential due to more robust and easily predicted frequency responses of these nanoantennas that preserve the same attractive FE properties.
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